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Fr. Toulouse:

Faith,Reason Demand Awareness.

by MARSHA GREEN
cepting," he said.
He then synthesized the two
"So many people live in a
real dungeon in regards to faith by saying "Faith and reason
and reason." Accordingly, Fr. are joined by an umbilical cord
Michael Toulouse, S.J., chose to to something mysterious in life.
speak on "Faith and Reason" It becomes a personal equation
during the free hour last Friday of how manifest the faith is
in Pigott Auditorium, sponsored
by the philosophy department how controlled the reason. The
greatest realization is the mysand the ASSU.
key
of
The
word the talk was tery Iam. Picking only fragawareness. "When we can
change the self, we can change
the world, and we have the
awareness of faith and reason,"
Father said.

GHETTO EDUCATION: left to right, Frank Jones, central area teacher, and Dan Dugan, head of New Careers
program, discuss qualifications for ghetto area teachers
during the Education Club's meeting Wednesday night.

—

Spectator photo by Frannie Higgins

By MARSHA GREEN
A teacher who goes into a
school in the Central Area must
be firm, but fair. In this situation the teacher must have a lot
of patience and a sense of
humor.
Thesenecessary teacher qualifications were discussed by Dan
Dungan and Frank Jones of Madrona Elementary School at last
night's Education
ub meeting.
Dungan, who has lived in the
;ntral Area most of his life,
is white, while Jones, a Negro,
had taught at a primarily white
school before coming to Madrona. Dungan formerly taught
sixth grade and now team
teaches social studies. Jones,
who had taught sixth grade, is
head of the New Careers program.
IT WAS stressed that the children are interested in the world,
and want to talk about the things
happening today. The teacher
should become interested and
involved in their problems.
What the Central Area doesn't
need are "climbers" and those
who have the "m i s s io n a r y
spirit," both teachers agreed. A
climber is one who comes into
the area so that it will look good
on his record and he can become an administrator quicker.
The missionary spirit is characterized by one who feels superior and has the attitude that
he or she is there to help. The
students can recognize both
these types and often react
negatively, they said.

(ednesday

against their equals. Games resembling "College Bowl" and
role-playing help them to learn
while seeming like fun.
Lower reading skills was the
factor emphasized as setting
Central Area students apart
from other pupils. The use of
high interest, low level reading
books was suggested but it was
felt that this attitude was fostered in the community where there
are few books at home, less
motivation by parents who are
not as educated, and the view
that school is a type of babysitting service.
It was important that contact
with the home be maintained,
and especially if a child has done
something well, rather than always being for a negative reason because he did something
bad. In homes lacking a father,
the male teacher can become a
father image to the child.

JONES cited the case of five
boys, ages eight to twelve, who
were considered failures and
about to be expelled. For hour
and a half sessions four days a
week, he spent time talking,
playing and working with the
boys, and he found that they began paying more attention in
class and doing their work. He
thought it was important that
they had an adult to talk to.
In a question and answer period, it was brought out that more
maleteachers are needed, in the
elementary as well as secondary
levels. They recommended having students help students develop each other's skills, comTHE CHILDREN of the Cen- bining their talents in a project.
Both Dungan and Jones felt
tral Area do seem to have a
lower motivation and have to be there was good communication
shown the practicality of the at Madrona because of the mixsubject being taught. Competi- ture of economic levels and
tion is good if they are pitted more parent involvement.

FR. TOULOUSE first turned
to an examination of reason.
"We know things in relationship. The area of truth then becomes fragmented so few see
the whole, and it is more like
a kalidiscope,giving patterns of
truth. People, then develop their
own biases, their own reason.
Man functional izes the things of
life, and one-half of his awareness is quantified. We must
learn what is cabable of knowing, and be committed to what
we don't know."
Being committed to what we
don't know brings into discussion the area of faith and
Father turned next to the aspect
of faith. "A human being is a
human being because he delves
into the transcendental question
of life. Faith becomes a peculiar bias of man's awareness of
life. In the lonely cave of the
mind, there is this awareness of
self and the void of the unknown. Faith ultimately is ac-

Bill on Club Contracts
Goes Before Senate.

A long-delayedbill calling for
approval of ASSU and club contracts by the student senate is
the top item on the senate
agenda for this week's meeting,
Sunday, at 10:30 a.m. in the
Chieftain Conference Room.
The measure was held in committee at last week's meeting by
it's makers, Senators John
Graves and Dick McDermott.
If passed, it would reactivate an
old law giving the senate final
authority over contracts signed
by the ASSU or individual clubs
and organizations.
Also on the docket is a bill
which would set a time limit on
appointments to ASSU committees made by the ASSU President. Submitted by Sen. Chris
Bowers, the measure is designed
to prevent stalling by the executive department in activating

"Keep your doors locked!" is
"Including my own," he addthe warning given by S.U. Pink- ed ruefully.
erton Guard Brad Glavin to stuLeaving cars unlocked invites
dents who keep their cars parknot only the loss of the vehicle,
ed on campus.
but of items left inside as well,
A rash of car thefts from the guards
warn.
kept
S.U. campus have
the Pinkare getting more and
"Crooks
erton agency and the Seattle
daring," Glavin said, "all
Police Department busy during more
four of the stolen cars were
the past few weeks.
taken during the daytime."
Paul Seely, ASSU Publicity
Glavin, afternoon guard at the
Director, noted that there have
12th
Avenue and Columbia
been four cars stolen from the
library parking lot alone during Street entrance to the campus
said, "Ninety cars and hour
the past month.
come through here, and there
just isn't time to watch those
going out."
The 5 p.m. mass in CampiThe stolen vehicles were apon chapel today will be a conparently "hot wired"; their igcelebrated mass commemor- nition locks bypassed by a loop
ating the fifth anniversary of
of wire. All four cars were rethe death of President John
turned to their owners by SeatF. Kennedy.
tle police, but most were damaged. Seely's vehicle had $250
damage done to the transmission.

agenda are pieces by Pergolesi, masterworks of opera. Mr.
Donaudi, Rossini, Gluck, Ber- Frank Marks will accompany
them.
lioz, Lully and Brahms.
Accompanying Miss Miggiani
The program includes "Musetwill be pianist Donald L. Foster. ta's Waltz" from La Boheme by
A native of Malta, Miss Mig- Puccini, "II est doux,IIest bon"
giani recently sang at Covent from "Herodiade" by Jules MasGarden in London in "Der Ros- senet, "Care Selve" by Handel,
enkavalier" and "La Forza del "Clothes of Heaven" by DunDestino". She has given numer- hill, and "The Bird of the Wilous recitals and has taken many derness" all sung by Joan Falparts in concerts and operas all skow.
Clyde Walker willsing "Avant
over Europe and in Malta. She
is temporarily a resident of Bel- de Quitter Ces Lieux" from
An hour of operatic presenta- "Faust" by Gounod, and "Dich
he program will include "II tions will take place in Pigott ter Liebe," a song cycle by Robro Santo", by Ciro Pinsuti, Auditorium at 10 a.m. today. ert Schumann.
"In Questa Tomba Oscura" by Through the efforts of Mv Sigma
Both will join in a duet, "The
Beethovan, "Chanson Triste" by officer Sharon Rossiter, Joan Cave Scene," from "Ormindo"
Henri Duparc, and "Bist Dv Bei Falskow and Clyde Walker will by Cavalli. The program is comMir" by J. S. Bach. Also on the perform pieces from the great plimentary.

fomplimentary.

committees created by the
senate.
Three routine approval bills
are also up Sunday, expected to
pass with little difficulty. The
S.U. Master of Business Administration Student Association is
asking for a class C charter, and
senate approval will be asked
for the appointment of two members of the Student Board for
Plant Management,George Pernsteiner and Paul Niedermeyer.
The senate will vote on another of a long series of punitive
measures designed to keep senators in attendance at meetings
and in committees. The latest,
submitted by Sen. Doug McKnight, sets the stiffest penalties
yet proposed. A senator who
missed two regular meetings or
three committee meetings would
be subject to impeachment.

Robbers
Four Student Cars
Stolen From Campus. Drain
Cellar Dry.

Opera Singers To Appear Here.
A special recital of operatic
selections will be given hereSunday by Antoinette Miggiani, the
principal female singer in the
National Series production of
Andrea Chenier, a Seattle Opera
Association presentation.
Antoinette, a dramatic soprano in the role of Maddalena
tonight in "Andrea Chenier" at
the Opera House, will perform
this Sunday, Nov. 24, 8 p.m. in
Pigott Auditorium. The recital

ments of truth, you will never
get to the mystery of life, so we
have faith. When we have lost
awareness of the fundamental
religious tone of a human being, we become like outcasts in
the cave of human beings. Without faith, reason explodes in you
like a Molotov cocktail," he
said.

—

— Life

The Cellar, a 14th Avenue pub
popular with S.U. students, was
robbedWednesday night of about
$300 by four pistol-wieldingteenagers.
Former S.U. tennis captain,
Tom Gorman, was struck on the
neck by one of the youths when
he entered the tavern while the
robbery was in progress. He
and eight other patrons were
herded into a washroom and relieved of their wallets and valuables.

Joe Peha, manager of the tav-

ern, said the robbers were
youths who wore Halloween
masks and wigs. They were captured by Seattle policeabout two
hours later, while attempting a
similar holdup of the CoffeeCorral, a restaurant on Rainier Av-

enue South.
Gorman was treated and released for minor neck injuries
at an area hospital.

vs. Space

—

In today's Spectator, a lay
scientist takes up the issue
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of birth control. Dr. Paul
Cook, of S.U.s Biology department, argues that the
survival of the human species
may depend upon limiting
reproduction. Brad Doyle, an
S.U. graduate student, also
takes up the problem, although in a somewhat lighter
vein, in the first of his columns, "Theories for Idle
Both features, pages 2
and 3.
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Over-PopulationThreatens
of Human Species.
By DR. PAUL COOK
Editor's Note: There are few issues which
are as vital today as the issue of a burgeoning
population. The debate over birth control is raging in the Catholic Church. The issue extends
beyond theology. The Spectator had asked Dr.
Paul Cook, of S.U. biology department, to comment on the issue in light of population genetics.
Students and faculty are urged to contribute
their opinions by addressing letters to The Spec-

tator editor.

Had Father Chirico's talk during the
students' free period last Friday been
billed as "How to Rationalize the Use of
Contraceptives,"Pigott Auditorium would
have been hopelessly inadequate to accommodate
the audience. The National Conference of Catholic
Bishops issued a statement on contraceptives,
and the results of that conference made front
page news in Friday's Seattle Times.
Why is a topic like contraceptives accorded
such prominence? For one thing, it is a very
interestingsubject. But also it is of grave importance in that 1) it immediatelyaffects the personal
lives of Catholics in the world, and 2) it ultimately, and in the near future, affects the welfare
of the entire human species.
If the rules of auricular audience hold true,

there will be a number of interpretations as to
precisely what Father Chirico said (perhaps implied would be a more appropriate term.) Iwould
like to address myself to two points that seemed
to me of greatest significance, and, of course, I
speak according to my interpretation of his remarks.
THE FIRST point upon which Iwould like to
comment is Father Chirico's statement that since
(I would have said if) there are only four days
out of 28 when conception can occur, then it is
immoral to have sexual intercourse during the
"safe" 24 days. This, certainly, assumes that the
only purpose of sexual intercourse is procreation.
Here Father Chirico hit on a point that has bothered me for a long time: If the purpose of sexual
intercourse is the production of offspring, how
can it be acceptable to have intercourse on the
"safe" days and avoid intercourse on the "unsafe" days? If the intention of avoiding intercourse on the "unsafe" days is to prevent fertilization of the egg by the sperm, how is this fundamentally (should Isay biologically?) different
than keeping the egg and sperm apart by other
means? We frequently see reference to the Pope's
ban on "artificial" birth control. Iinterpret artifiical to mean unnatural, and Ifind that Webster's Third New International Dictionary, unabridged, gives as the first definition of artificial,
"contrived through human art or effort and not
by natural causes detached from human agency. ..." Abstinence seems to me to be as artificial and therefore as unnatural as other means
of birth control, although this is not to say there
are not valid reasons for abstinence.
The second of Father Chirico's points that I
will comment on is his stress on a statement
made early in Pope Paul's recent encyclical
where it is stated, in essence, that it is of paramount importance that the welfareof the family
unit in the broadest sense be safeguarded.Father
Chirico went on to enumerate, or at least allude

to, a number of circumstances under which the
use of contraceptives, while not accepted by the
church, may neverthelessbe a means of assuring
the greatest welfare of the family. Examples he
gave included circumstances where the happiness
and thus stability of the marriage may be adversely affected by the frustration that may
accompany abstinence, or the situation where
the presence of an additional child would present
a hardship to the family or otherwise adversely
affect members of the existing family. It would
seem that he could have easily extendedthe same
principles to include newly married young people
who ordinarily strongly desire a family but may
need, for the ultimate stability of the family, a
period for becoming acustomed to sharing and
even for attaining a minimal amount of financial

security.

APPARENTLY, the Catholic Bishops reached
a position similar to Father Chirico's. At least
they were credited by the Seattle Times with such
statements (or positions) as the following: Married couples who practice contraception will not
be turned away from the church, room was left
for married couples to break the ban if their conscience requires,married couples faced with conflictingduties are often caught in agonizingcrises
of conscience, at times it proves difficult to harmonize the sexual expression of marriage with
the ideal of keeping every act open to possible
conception of life, and they deleted from their final statement a phrase included in an early draft
which had branded contraception as "falling into
sin."

Earlier in this article Imentioned that the
birth control issue is important for two reasons.
Ihave discussed, however briefly, some possible
immediate effects on the personal lives of Catholics, but Ihave confined my remarks largely to
Father Chirico's talk. Now Iwould like to discuss
the second reason, the ultimate effect on the welfareof the human species. Ifeel much more competent to comment in this second area, since Iam
a biologist with a deep interest in population biology. Perhaps Iwill be able to point out, from
a strictly biological approach, aspects of the population explosion with which some people may
not be familiar, and which lead me and many

other biologists and non-biologists to be deeply
concerned over the present rate of population
growth.

ESTIMATES vary as to the source of informaseems to be almost universally accepted that the world will face a population crisis
well before the end of this century, and perhaps
as early as 1975. India, for example, will probably reach the critical point in 1972, in spite of
large scale efforts by the Indian government to
control its population. Ihave seen articles in
which the space problem has been discussed, i.e.,
how many square feet will be available per person at some future time (or how many people
per square foot and the need for taking turns
going for a walk), and certainly space itself can
become a serious problem: just how much closetion, but it

rapid change is occurring, and human reproduction has become a matter of international concern. To confirm this idea, one has only to recall the announcement of Robert McNamara, recently our Secretary of Defense and now head
of the World Bank. Mr. McNamara said that financial aid would be withheldfrom nations that
do not have an effective birth control program.
Why should financial aid be tied to population
control? Because Mr. McNamara knows, or at
least believes, that money supplied under other
conditions would not solve the basic problem, and
we have plenty of experience to support that
position. We know that a nation cannot become
"developed"until it can accumulate capital, and
it cannot accumulate a meaningful amount of
capital when its efforts must be largely devoted
to attempting to feed a starving population that
is increasing faster than the means of production. There is little or nothing left for savings.
Why are we "suddenly" concerned over the
population explosion when no problems have
arisen in the past? In fact, some nations have
been faced for some time with populations they
are unable to feed. But, also, Irecall having
heard a rather convincing argument for population control over 20 years ago. Estimates were
given of the problems humanity would probably
face and it was suggested that each couple should
have only two children and thereby the population
of the world would become static. Somewhat
earlier, in 1798, in fact, Thomas Malthus published his famous Essay on the Principle of Population in which he calculated that agricultural
production tends to increase arithmetically, the
human population tends to increase geometrically,
and, therefore, sooner or later the human population will outrun its food supply. Malthus' proposed
solution was radical; he advised abstinence.
PERHAPS another reason that widespread
concern is so recent is the apparent inability of
humans to recognize that a problem exists until it
is almost, or actually, to late to correct the situation. Although Germany had taken Czechoslovakia in 1939 and was spreading its influence over

Dr. Paul Cook is a member of the Biology Department at S.U. who has
expressed concern over the increasing crisis of the expanding world
population. He received his doctorate in 1962 from the University of
California. —Spectator photo by Don Conrard
packing can the human organism bear? But my
reference to "the population crisis" refers primarily to the problems involved in feeding a
constantly increasing world population.
Unfortunately, some people, particularly here
in the United States, take the position that population control is not really our problem but that
of the so-called under-developed nations. In reality, however, we are all inhabitants of one

Earth, and, as Dr. Paul Ehrlich, a biologist at

Stanford University, so aptly said, that is like
telling the fellow at the other end of your boat,
"Hey, your end of the boat is sinking." If the
boat sinks, the whole boat will sink. As a rich
and highly industrialized nation, we are able to
feed all our people (the fact that we are not
feeding all our people is a serious, but separate
problem), but our surpluses are largely depleted
and we now are faced with a world situation in
which there simply is not sufficient food to go
around nor are there means for producing sufficient food. There is not sufficient land, or at least
not the water for it. Farming the sea is not considered feasible by marine specialists, other than
by fishing. The fishing industry has, of course,
experiencedincreasingproblemsover many years
for lack of fish.

THE SIZE of one's family has traditionally
been regarded as a purely personal decision, and,
therefore, an unsafe area for political comment,
but as with so many aspects of human affairs

Europe by force, and in addition we had warning
from our "intelligence" that Japan was preparing
to attack us, we (including our elected officials)
simply refused to believe we were in danger until
Pearl Harbor, and consequently we got pushed
all over the Pacific for two years while we prepared to defend ourselves. Fortunately, the enemy apparently did not know how weak we were,
or he may have invaded the mainland. Pollution
is another example of something a few have been
deeply concerned about for years, but even today
when concern is more widespread we do not have
adequate laws to control pollution, much less any
very extensive research information bearing on
the problems to help us know what must be done.
We have recognized for a long time that plants
and animals produce many more offspring (including seeds of plants) than can possibly survive to maturity. Think of the vast forests of fir,
pine, and related trees; Idon't know how many
hundred cones a mature tree produces, nor how
many dozen seeds are produced in each cone,
but the numbers are hundreds times dozens times
millions of trees and there is obviously not space
on earth for all those seeds to grow into mature
trees. Or take a somewhat more concrete example. Someone calculated that if we started out
with a single pair of houseflies in the spring, and
if they all laid the normal number of eggs and
all these eggs gave rise to adults in the normal
length of time and these in turn mated, etc., etc.,
by the late fall the surface of the earth, including
oceans, would be covered with a layer of houseflies something like 47 feet deep! Now, admittedly,
that is a lot of flies, and, admittedly, they don't
all make it to adulthood. But this brings us to the
next question: Why don't all the flies make it?
ANY PLANT or animal species in its native
area has a series of forces acting on it which results in a more or less steady population of that
species year after year. Along with native area,
we also need to specify "in its natural habitat"
or "under natural conditions" meaning,generally,
undisturbed by man. In other words, under "natural" conditions, if there are fifty pairs of field
mice in a particular area at the beginning of one
breeding season, there willordinarilybe about 50
pairs of field mice there at the beginning of the
next breeding season: some older will have died
or been eaten by predators and young ones will
have taken their places, but the numbers will remain more or less constant.
However, if we upset the natural situation in
some way, such as by killing off the predators,
the field mouse population will boom. By the removal of the natural means of population control, in this case predators, we have upset the
"balance of nature." The boom in the field mouse
population will be followed in a few years by a
crash, either due to disease or depletion of the
(Continued on page 3)
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On 5.U. Campus:

Brad Doyle's

Lay, Religious in Sex Symposium.

Theories For
Idle Minds.
The Earth is a finite sphere, of limited size and area.
By virtue of this fact, it should be clear that the Earth
can support only a limited number of human beings.
Now whether people want to recognize it or not, the

IYMPOSIUM

posium, co-sponsored by C.A.P. and
A.W.S., featured representatives from
different agencies speaking on aspects
of pre-marital sex.
they should be responsible for a good experience." She was
the alternativesand think ahead. "extremely concerned about the
He mentioned the contraceptives outcome of family life. If we
dispensed by Planned Parent- allow it to degenerate, where
else will children have the ophood.
About the psychological as- portunity to relate to others?"
FR. RYAN, speaking in the
pects of sex outside of marriage,
Dr. Waggner said that he had realm of Catholic theology, em"seen young people involved in phasized that "a person doesn't
sex not doing anything harmful have room for a pagan and a
to themselves." However, he Christian conscience." In formcontinued that "guilt, discomfort ing a conscience, man has aland anxiety" were part of the ways been "happy in doing the
experience for many more. He right thing. A Christian sees not
felt that it was unreasonable to just what he thinks is true but
expect behavior to change and what God said is true."
In certain instances, such as
anxieties to disappear on the
day of marriage.
behavior before marriage, "the
lack of sex can be an expression
DR. WAGGNER concurred of love" for the well being and
with Dr. Butler in his opinion of integrity of the other person, Fr.
those who "cop out on responsi- Ryan continued.
bility" in not taking preventive
Fr. James Royce, S.J., who
measures against pregnancy. He was in the audience, offered his
said he had found,however, that opinions from the viewpoint of
contraceptives made the act "humanistic psychology."He deseem premeditated and thus "a fended the position that an act
worse sin" in the eyes of many. can be good or bad dependingon
Mrs. Minto, looking at the the circumstances. He used the

SPEAKERS: Fr. James

yan, S.J., of S.U.s philosophy departient speaks during the Sex Symposium
uesday night at Marycrest. The symBy KATHY MCCARTHY

KThe
et"

clash of "honest and diopinions on pre-marital
sex sounded at Marycrest Tuesday night as a diversely qualipanel participated in a sex
mposium sponsored by CAP
id AWS.
Panel members included Dr.
Julius Butler, medical director
of Planned Parenthood in Seattle; Dr. Waggner of the U.W.
Psychology Clinic; Mrs. Lee
Minto, executive director o f
Planned Parenthood and Fr.
James Ryan, S.J., head of the
Apostleship of Prayer at S.U.,
who stood in for Fr. Michael
Toulouse, S.J. About 100 students

f:d

attended.

Dr. Butler treated the medical

aspects of pre-marital sex intwo

areas, venereal disease and

pregnancy. On venereal disease,
he detailedthe symptoms of gon-

orrhea and emphasized early
treatment with sulphur and penicillin to eradicate the disease.
On pregnancy, Dr. Butler said
that the question should be
whether pre-marital sex is
"ideal or relevant" behavior for
the couple. If they decide it is,

subject from a female point of
view, expressed herself to be
"moreconservative.""I've
never seen a young couple under
18 for whomnon-marital sex was

(Continued from page 2)
(mass starvation), and commonly

alternatingperiods of boom and crash would ensue unless disease or starvation reached the ultimate and the population became extinct. This
situation is not merely hypothetical. There are
numerous examples,but Iwill cite just two.

SEVERAL YEARS ago the ranchers in northern New Mexico held a "coyote drive" and practically eliminated coyotes from that whole part
of the state, because the coyotes were killing
some sheep and cattle. Within about two years
the population of rabbits had increased to the
point that they were consuming most of the .natural livestock feed and stock had to be sold at a
loss to avoid their starvation. The farmers trucked
coyotes back in, a few years later the rabbits
were back under control, and it was again possible to raise livestock even though the coyotes

harvested a few.
Some time back a weed was introduced into
the western United States and spread over natural grazing lands. This weed, called St. John's
Wort (Hypericum) is toxic to livestock. At its
peak, five million acres of grazing land in California, Oregon, and Washington were seriously
affected. Finally,it was learned that the weed is
native to Europe but is no problem there because
it is heavily fed upon by a type of beetle (Chrysomelidae, Chrysolina). The beetle was imported,
became established, and St. John's Wort is no
longer a problem; the weed and the beetle are
still presentbut in very smallnumbers.
The above are examples of a well-established
principle of plant and animal ecology which also
applies to humans and can be used to explain the
human populationexplosion: Natural populations
are under controls imposed by the environment

Our priestesses of virginity
quickly end their cults with
marriage and seem intent to
make up for lost time with
abundant proofs of their fertility. Current mores dictate that
girls must marry young. This
being achieved the mores allow
them to reproduce with careless
abandon, following instinct rather than reason.
The middle classes are generally rich enough to yield to
this attitude and have all of

those who are now merely a

twinkle in a man's eye. In
many ways we ourselves are
just beginning to fully experience the disadvantages of life
in a distended, swollen societydisadvantages which are steadily gnawing away at the quality
of our lives.
Queues, nine-digit name tags,
and crowded, filthy lunch counters should all be as degrading
as they are grim evidence of the
by-products o f overpopulation.
Through necessity we are thrust
into the cities, by 2000 90% of
us in America, there to endure
our existences stacked one upon
the other like sick laboratory
rabbits, squatting, waiting to
die.

The crush of the horde stifles
us and binds our gas-driven feet
so that the great avenues of es-

BRAD DOYLE
the poorer groups

them, while

are frequently too poor to pre-

vent all of them. Either way we

lose. At this rate our world

society with its fatal flaw of
blind, instinctual multiplication
is wildly and madly heading
only for tragedy.
THE SOLUTIONS are few.
Probably the most satisfying
lies beyond the limits of our
planet, that is, in outer space.
The possibilities here speak for
themselves. Indeed, man could
conceivably even colonize the
different planets of our solar
system and beyond with the dif-

cape, the streams which eel
their way out of our mires, are ferent races spilling over on
analogy of writing checks be- all choked and stagnant with Earth. If it were still a problem,
fore and after a person has mon- humanity. Man cannotrun away racial conflict, one of the best
ey in the bank; the former act from himself. And the greatest ingredients of war, would thus
is a forgery, the latter is legiti- product yet developedby nature be ended for ages to come.
Earth-bound solutions such as
becomes a liability.
mate.
SOCIETY, which initially of- synthetic foods, a radical and
fered protection to man, now revolutionary change in our

Life Outgrows. Space.
food supply

upward limit of this planet's life
support capabilities is slowly
yet relentlessly being approached.Beyond this inviolable
barrier lies mass starvation and
death.
If the present population increase rate slowly declines, by
the year 2000 our numbers will
have reached an imposing 6.5
billion, nearly twice what the
Earth now sustains. The period
in which we now live is critical
if only for this reason. Decisions must be made now if they
are to be made at all, lest the
man of the future reap a bitter
harvest.
In a very real sense we all
share strong obligations to nations and populations yet unborn, and these depend upon us
even though they do not yet enjoy existence. It is for us to insure their escape from a poverty which is a slavery, for poverty severely restricts the extent of human freedom.
BUT THE building pressure
of increased population is an
unwanted legacy not only to

(which includes disease organisms and other organisms as well as temperature, moisture, etc.),
and when a controlling factor is removed from
the environment a populationexplosion will ensue.

HUMANS ARE affected by no large predators
of any significance (at least not now). But until
recently human populations were controlled by

other natural factors, probably the most important being disease (for example,the plagues), and
infection followinginjury. With medical advances,
the death rate has been progressively reduced
for any age group but most strikingly for infants,
so that a continually increasing number of births
result in sexully mature adults who produce more
infants and then live ever longerlives.
It is estimated that the world population in
1650 was Y2Y2 billion, in 1750 (one hundred years
later) 1 billion, in 1850, iy2 billion, in 1900 (50
years later) 2 billion, in 1950, 2l2 l/2 billion, in 1962
(12 years later),3 billion. In 1957 it was estimated
that the number of humans in the year 2,000
wouldbe 6.9 billion. Due to recent trends, this has
recently been revised to 7.4 billion, and even
though pessimistic estimates rarely become perfectly true, we cannot afford to just stick our
heads in the sands.
Thus humans have largely overcome natural
controls and are increasing at a frightening rate
much like the rabbits and the weeds mentioned
above. In simple ecological terms, if natural
controls are removed populations boom and the
boom will be followed by a crash unless the original controls are restored or other controls are
applied. To a steadily increasing number of people, it appears that birth control is the only solution to the human population explosion and it
does not take long to conclude which of the known
means is most (and which is least) effective.

becomes his greatest enemy.
Crimes of violence, man's inhu-

manity to man, might well be
symptomatic of a generation fed
up with the great urban society
and its parasites (urban society
has but two classes, the hosts
and the parasites). These more
violent individuals might be, in
a word, fed up with other peo-

Another symptom, a contrary
to that of violence, might be
what could be termed a homophobia, or fear of people, a dislike of the faceless, hostile
crowd. One reaction to the everenlarging crowd involves a tendency to "do your own thing,"
rather than succumb to the
"sheepism" of the masses and
its mindless direction.
WE OF THE post-war baby
boon are swelling the fabric of
society to the tearing point, and
are much less of a boon now.
But this is only the beginning.
Of these many are now starting
to leave something of them-

moral standards, and even
atomic war (although this is a
special case) are all mere palliatives to the problem. All except one. This one, of course,
this one last saving factor for
all of mankind is birth control.
The very nature of the problem
demands that we attack it from
its origin within rather than
from without, attack its vital
roots rather than its manifold

leaves.

But beyond this what more
can be said? Some of our shab-

by moral standards simply need
revisioningand this with an eye
to the future rather than the
crusty traditions of the past. The
time has now come. We have
realized the threat of that dark,
menacing form looming up on
the distant horizon, in the night
crashing its way towards us
through the trees of false hope,
soon to descend upon us all the
all-devouring, insensate Beast.
We must make crooked its path,
and prepare the way in advance
for its Great Coming.

—
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Eat Euripides:

Maltese Opera Singer
Is Campus Resident. Teatro's Modern Orestes Garners
By SHERYL HENRY
To the great delight of Bellarmine Hall residents a personable
Maltese opera singer has been
residing in their midst these
past three weeks. Sequestered
there by Fr. William Leßoux,
S.J. and the Jesuits, Miss Antoinete Miggiani has rapidly

ANTOINETTE MIGGIANI

warm here inside. My next-door

neighbor in Bellarmine knocked
on my door the first day Iwas
here, and she just wanted to be
friendly."
"Before I came here I was
told to be careful where Igo
and what Ido, butI've met nothing but friendliness and happiness."
"Seattle is like my home in
Malta because it doesn't get extremely cold," she said. (Malta
is a small island in the Mediterranean Sea south of Sicily).
Seemingly never unhappyMiss
Miggiani looked forward to her
opera debut tonight with the Seattle Opera and to her art song
recital on campus Sunday. "I'm
really quite frightened," she
laughed,
"about the opera."
"
'Andrea Chenier' is the first
Italian opera I've sung in English, and Ihope my diction is
good."
THE ART songs for Sunday's
S.U. performance were first introduced to her a year ago by an
American who had seen here
when she sang before Queen
Elizabeth. "He gave me songs
by Brahms, Schumann, and

Berliez. They were so well-rebecome adjusted to dormitory ceived that Iwanted to continue
life and she insists, "I love it singing them."
Art songs indeed offer a
here."
"As soon as Iarrived in Se- change for the opera singer. "In
attle Iwas taken to the Seattle opera you have to act and be an
Center. Ifelt like Alice in Won- extrovert, but for art song you
derland there with the beautiful have to show what you are singfountain and the music," she ing in your voice and by facial
expressions."
said.
After Seattle, Miss Miggiani
When asked about Fr. Leßoux,
she said, "he is a lovely person. will return to New York and to
He did everything to make me her other television contracts recomfortable on campus. He even quirements. "I came to theUnitphoned me several times."
ed States for three weeks but
An exuberant optimist, Miss I've been here three months alMiggiani says, "the University ready. Ihad only three engageis really wonderful. Everyoneal- ments when Icame."
Miss Miggiani has sung in
ways has a smile. The freshness
operas and recitals in nearly
of youth is here."

Enthusiastic Acclaim of 'Hip Fan.
By REINIER
VAN DER SCHROEFF
"Orestes" opened last week to
a medium-filled theater, and
now has been held over for two
more performances. Ican see
why this decision was made: the
production is good.
The leap from ancient and
dark Greece to Mod-Seattle has
made little difference —to the impact of this tragedy probably
because some of its topical situations, like murder and war,
still prevail today. It appears
that Then and Now are the

same.

Flashing lights, jolting sound
effects, and the new sound of
music create heart paralysis,
contrasting with trebs of pity for

the poor, murderous soul of
Orestes. The shake, rattle and
roll of the Chorus, doingnothing
short of a can-can, makes chaos
of the small stage. But then our

hero surpasses them with his
ever-theatricalcontortions at the
trembling
feet of the furies
in fear unto sickness.
Make-up and dress placeirony
before function, and in this instance characters like Menalaus (bloody red gloves) and
Helen (the stripper) come over
with a sneer of antipathy. Hail
Madamme America on wheels
but, no, wait, it's transvestite
Apollo making a spectacle of

. ..

himself. Iconoclasms don't seem
to bother Mr. Dore, so we'lllet
Rot-cee with their firesticks
have it out with Rocker-boy Pylades brandishing a switch blade
and Zippo firebox.
Speed kills some, but not this
production. Sure it happens fast,
but then not every word is a
gem, and at the rate of 1.4 cents
per minute, your buck and four
—
bits are well spent even just

... if you don't

for the lights
eat Euripides.
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every European country. "I've

TURNING TO the weather, sung in England's Coven Garshe frowned a bit, "It is terri- den and in Italy's La Scala, but
ble now outside," then brighten- the U.S. is exciting: I'd like to
ing she added, "but it is so

the image.
To the Editor:
Seattle University has a strange
way of trying to advance itself in
our society. There is a tremendous
emphasis upon the superficial, The
Image. After three years here, I
have noticed that just about anything can be sacrificed if the sacrifice will further The Image.
Unfortunately, the sacrifices

often are made of those elements
which produce the core of ideas
and functions that make up a

"true" university. A university is
not made of buildings on a campus or an organizational structure;
these things should exist only for
the purpose of furthering the edu-

cational functions of the university.

Sometimes there seems to be a
reversal of priorities here at S.U.
between the educational and institutional elements. Our library obviously greatly enhances The Image of the University but did it
have to be so palatial? Couldn't
some of the money spent on marble have been spent for books?

THE LANDSCAPING of the
campus looks beautiful for the
most part, but what are all those
small trees and bushes which have
been jammed so closely together
going to look like in twenty years?
Like a jungle, that's what. Someone seems to have an aversion to
simple, cheap grass which won't
have to be removed when it gets
too big, like all the trees will.
The question I am raising is,
"For whose benefit does this University want to exist?" Too many
times it seems that decisions are
made with everyone in mind but
the students. All the trees we have

(and, apparently, are going to get)
are a good example. Not only are
they expensive, unnecessary, and
create a feeling of claustrophobia

...

ISUBMIT that it is none of the
University's business what image
the students want to project; it's

return someday."

only function is to educate them,
not babysit them. Or perhaps
someone could explain why it is so
wrong to drink on campus when
no one even cares that the stu-

dents drink like fish as soon as
they step over the boundary.
In conclusion, I would like to
suggest that the emphasis upon
The Image represents a real, if
unfulfilled, potential danger to the
education offered at S.U. It also
represents appallingly bad judgment in the creation of monetary
and social priorities. Ido not know
who is to blame and Ido not care.
I only hope someone will reestablish the proper priorities
which will allow everyone to get
back to the business of education,
not planting or babysitting.
Martin Collins
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Varsity-Frosh Basketball Preview Tonight.
Papooses.

Vs.

for Schalow's Papooses.
Mark Van Antwerp, 66"
center from West Seattle
round out the yearling five
with some muscle.
The big Chiefs have some
pretty good speed and
muscle of their own with
Sam Pierce and Don Edwards providing the speed,
Jim Gardner and Tom Little providing the muscle
and Leapin'Lou West combining the two beautifully.

LOU WEST

JIM GARDNER

The run'em ragged Chieftain varsity will bat11c
their Papoose upstarts tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the
S.U. gym, in a talent filled
preview to '68-69 Chieftain
basketball adventures.
The bench powerful varsity of head Coach Bucky
Buckwalter will start forwards Lou West and Sam
Pierce with Jim Gardner at
center, while juniors Tom
Little and Don Edwards
will open up in the backcourt.

DON EDWARDS

The Paps of Frosh coach
Jack Schalow, eager for
some playingaction, should
get plenty since there are
only eight players on the
squad with one dropout a
definite possibility.
MIKE COLLINS. 65" forward from Los Angeles,
has been hampered by a
thigh injury suffered during a practice a week or so
ago. Collins will start
though and with the strong
forward will be a trio of
guards with enough speed
to give the big Chiefs some
trouble.
LensyStuart, 64" guardforward, Gary Ladd, 510"
jack-in-the-box guard and
Bob Hayes, also 510" guard
will be running and passing with tremendous speed

West's Co. Routs Scrimmage.
By KATHI SEDLAK
Coaches! It's just not fair,
playing both Lou West and Sam
Pierce on the same team! Maybe next time you could split
them up and make the scrimmage a closer contest, please?
The whites topped the reds 97

to 69 in the varsity scrimmage
Saturday. It's comforting to
know that the players on both
squads though are S.U. Chieftains.
Enough can't be said in praise
of Pierce and West. Both forwards were bombing in baskets
from all over the court. They
couldn't be stopped on their
driving lay-ins. Sam dispelled
any doubts about his rebounding
ability and strength. He scored
19 points for the whites, 18 of
them coming in the first half.
Lou rarely missed a shot, con.necting on 14 out of 18 attempts.
He scored 30 points in the game
to lead all scorers and pulled
down 13 rebounds to lead the
squad in that department, too.
Guard Don Edwards chipped
in 20 points for the whites. He
kept the fans' eyes popping with

his sharp assists and outside
shooting. Mike O'Brien led the
white team in assists with 6 and
added 8 points to the whites'

total.
The reds were led by Jim
Gardner, Tom Giles and Bill
Jones. Gardner contributed 20
points and 10 rebounds. Giles
droppedin 16 points and showed
more hustle on defense than any
of the other guards. Jones led
his squad in rebounds with 11
and also scored 16 points.

The coaches felt that this

scrimmage showed improvements in the team. Defense is
picking up, but still needs some
work. Offensive rebounding is
still somewhat weak, too. The
coaches are quick to point out
that intra-squad scrimmages
mean little in comparison to
games against other college
teams.

The red squad seemed to be
more disorganized than the
white squad, as they committed
47 turnovers to the whites' 25.
The white team presented a
more balanced attack than the
reds.

WEST HAS been most
impressive this year in
practices and scrimmages,
and the 63" junior forward
appears very ready for the
start of the '68-69 season.
He has been outstanding
— in
all phases of the game reboundi ng, passing and
shooting. In the varsity's
last scrimmage West was
a phenomenal 14 for 18
from the floor taking a
wide variety of shots, some
electrifying twisting jumpers a la Elgin Baylor.
Edwards, 6' junior transfer from Colorado has been
opening a few eyes in practices so far with fine assortment of passes and
shots. His counterpart in
speed is Sam Pierce, 64"
forward who has been
streakingthrough practices
and scrimmages like lightning. Pierce, obviously eager to play this year, appears to have earned himself a spot in Buckwalter's
line-up for the opener.
Rounding out the varsity
with some muscle is 65"
Jim Gardner, the god-like
creature from Southern
California's Riverside College who has shown great
improvement in his shooting. Gardner has experi-

the:

LENZY STUART

MIKE COLLINS

ence going for him this
year, as he logged much
play time in last year's
stretch drive for a winning
season in which the Chiefs
won 9 of their last 10
games.
Tonight's Varsity Frosh
Scrimmage is the annual
basketball preview for
Chieftain season ticket
holders. Students are invited. Admission will be
free for friends. Ticket director Pat Hayes is expecting anywhere from three to
five hundred season ticket
holders which leaves ample
room for students in the
1,400 capacity gym.

-

Pep Rally.
This coming Tuesday a pep
rally will be held at the gym at
7:30 p.m. During the rally the
varsity basketball coach and
Dlayers will be introduced. The
cheerleaders for the 1968-69 basketball season will also be introduced and lead songs and yells
as they are accompaniedby the
Seattle University band.
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Eve's wardrobe costs a lit—
tle more these days a factor
that bears directly on every
young husband's financial
security. True, you may not
be a young husband. Yet. Statistically, however, the odds
are heavily against the permanency of that condition.
And it's smart to plan now
before the wife and family
make the scene.

—

Here's one way. Invest in a
life insurance program that
can provide the foundation for
a solid financial structure.
Remember, the earlier you
start, the less coverage costs,
and the more security you'll
have a chance to build.

So phone our office today.
Or stop by and let's talk about
it. In the meantime give a
thought to the figleaf and
how comfortable it feels to
be covered.

—
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bird's eye view
" Conference
Talk Speculation
" Invitation Would
Be Accepted.

S. U. Will Kick For Title.
tThe
Seattle University Chief-

ins close out the season toght with a final shot at the Paric Northwest CollegiateSoccer
Conference title with a game tonight against the Vikings of
Western Washington. Game time
is 7 p.m. at Lower Woodland.
A win for Western would give
them the title but if the Chiefs
pull it out it would give them a
share of the crown with the U.W.

Huskies.

IN THE ONLY other encounter the Chiefs had with Western,
the game ended in a 1-1 tie in
Bellingham. The Chiefs realize
that the Vikings are a very physical team and that they willhave
to play their best to win this one.
The Chiefs don't have to worry
about an incentive. Not only do
they have the conference title
riding on the line but it is also
the last time in a Chieftain uni-

form for seven two-year veterans of the Seattle U. squad.
These include starters Ed Lukjanawicz, Tom Yagle and Lucky
Deleo, reserves Terry Greiner,
Doug Smith and Larry Nejasmich and manager W. C. (Tim)
Culbert.
Coach Huge McArdle, completing his second consecutive
winning season, feels that the
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by BRIAN PARROTT

The downtown newspapers apparantly know more
about the expansion plans and procedures of the West
Coast Athletic Conference than does the S.U. athletic
department, but all Eddie O'Brien, Chieftain Athletic
Director, feels he can definitely stateat this point is that
S.U. is one of five schools under consideration by an
expansion committee of that conference.
Presently there are eight member schools in the
WCAC: Santa Clara, University of San Francisco, St.
Mary's College of Moraga, University of Pacific, San
Jose State, University of
Pacific and Loyola U. of
Los Angeles. This west
coast conference has been
noted for its fine basketball and baseball programs.
As it stands now, the
conference has accepted
the resignations of two
CHIEFTAIN LOWERS TO BOOM: Easy Ed Robinson member schools, Santa
(center) gets way down to kick ball away from con- Barbara and San Jose
verging Huskies. Action took place in Monday night's State.
A third member, U.
Chieftain-Husky soccer game. —Spectator photoby Tom Downey
of Pacific, is currently conChiefs must get some scoring week in San Francisco the USF sidering a similar move.
punch into the front line and he Dons crushed the tired U.W.
EDDIE O'BRIEN
may juggle his lineup again in Huskies 16-0. It looks like the All three schools have
an effort to beat Western.
Dons will be tough to beat for plans on expanding their football programs and there
IN REGIONAL ACTION this the national crown.
is talk of forming a new football conference.
THERE ARE five schools under consideration by
the WCAC's expansion committee to replace the two
schools which are definitely resigned as of June '70. S.U.
among the five. Nevada and Nevada Southern, San
is
the most inspirationalplayer on Diego University
and U. of Portland are the others.
the squad.
But
there
are
some complications. At a meeting in
It was during Mike's sophomore year that the Chieftains San Francisco (on Wednesday) the WCAC exnansion
gained a bid into the pre-region- committee asked that both San Jose State and Santa
al playoffs held at Colorado Barbara move up their resignation date to June 1969,
State where they played Texas so that the conference can move ahead with expansion.
Western. Although he admits Unfortunately
this question of when they will leave
that he played less frequently
answered,
and will not be until December 16.
during that year as opposed to was not
his junior year, Mike proved to
Athletic Director O'Brien has stated that S.U. would
be a valuable asset to the Chief- be able to enter the WCAC in '70-'7l at the earliest, due
tain defense.
already set for next year.
"A COMBINATION of bal- to scheduling arrangements
ance," are the key words reAPPARENTLY Nevada and Nevada Southern have
garding the qualities of a good
guard, according to Mike. He held their '69-'7O schedules open so that they can move
explained that such an individ- right into the WCAC next year and they can do nothing
ual "must be a good scorer, and
floor leader, since it is he who other than sit on their hands until December 16. That's
initiates the offense. He must all we can do either, as far as the WCAC conference bid
know what his other players are is concerned.
doing at all times, as well as
A major question now is would the WCAC want Sebeing quick on defense and attle in their conference, or would they prefer to stay
knowing how to hurt the other
in their geographic area? From O'Brien's standpoint, the
team. He has to play well as
equally
an individual and
well WCAC would be an ideal conference for S.U. to get into.
"It would benefit our whole athletic program because
with others."
Each game is viewed as a the other schools in the conference have the same basic
challenge by him, in which he setup as we have with basketball, baseball, golf, tennis,
attempts to do a better job than and now soccer
making up the major part of their prothe man he is guarding.
grams. This move wouldn't increase our budget either.
enthusiastically
He
commented
on the abilities of this year's
squad.Mike pointedout that the
"IF WE GET an invitation to join the WCAC Iwill
team is composed of "A good recommend to our Athletic Board and the President of
nucleus of players back from the University that we accept it. But
at this point we
last year," which should result just
happen,"
can't
tell
what
will
the athletic director
in a bigger, faster and morema- stated.
ture varsity squad. He referred
to the fact that all the players
O'Brien pointed out that the WCAC has a fine tradiare working hard to be prepared tion in both basketball and baseball. USF is a two-time
for the beginning of the 1968-69 NCAA basketball champion and their soccer
teams have
basketball season.
very
powerful
been
lately.
Santa
Clara
is
a national
When asked about the possibility of playingprofessionalbas- champion baseball school and in the pre-season basketketball, Mike replied, "No, I'm ball polls is currently rated eighth in the nation.
using my basketball as a means
of furthering my education."
INTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL
Sat., Nov. 23 (intra-ieague play-

O'Brien-Guard With. Experience.

MIKE O'BRIEN
MARE HOUSER
Championship five times.
VBy
This year's varsity basketball
team will be essentially com"IREALLYlike the university
posed of sophomores and juni- and the people here are very
ors, with the exception of two friendly," replies Mike, when
seniors, one an experienced asked about his personal imguard named Mike O'Brien. pressions of the campus. A hisStanding 6 ft. 2 inches tall, tory major, planningto go on to
weighing 190 pounds, Mike hails law school at the U.W., he feels
from Oxnard, California.
that this department at S.U. is
youngest member of a very good. Mike went on to

tThe

mily of four boys, Mike recalls
playing football, basketball and
baseball during his early years.
He was quick to point out
though, that basketball had always been his favorite sport.
Attending Santa Clara High
School in California, Mike played
at both a forward and guard
position on the starting team.
It was this same squad that captured the California Interscholastic Federation Basketball

state, "The University is caught
in the middle of a bind, it needs
money and students, consequently, its standards aren't as high
as they could be."
A member of the 1965 frosh
team, which posted a 15 win 3
loss record, he played at the
starting guard position. When
asked about the quality of the
team, Mike replied, "We had a
real good team." At the close

of the season he was selected as

Play Rugby?
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All those interested in playing 1 p.m. Chamber vs. HBC
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Jim Dwyer Runs For
Head of State Y.D.
Jim Dwyer, president of the

president of the Young Democrats of Washington State.
seek election for executive viceDwyer, past president of the
Political Union, has been active
in various campaigns throughout the state this year. Earlier
he served as campaign manager
for Dan O'Donnell, the youngThe S. U. Ski Club has an- est state legislator in Washingnounced a new ski lesson pro- ton's history.
gram for the 1969 season. The
The race to upset the incumcost is $21.00 for five lessons bent will be difficult and, as
including transportation.
Dwyer stated, "it will be a defInstruction will be at Snoqual- inite uphill climb but not immie Summit on Friday nights possible. One never minds a
and Sundays throughout Winter close contest, and win or lose,
Quarter. Trips are arranged so Iwould be much more disapthat they will not conflict with pointed in the end if Ihad never
Homecoming and basketball entered."
games.
The election will be held at
Club membership, worth $3.00, the state convention of Young
$21.00
is included in
lesson fee. Democrats in February.
Membership is necessary to obtain lower rates on all club ac-

S.U. Young Democrats, will

Ski Club

Instructs.

tivities.

Applications are available on
campus signboards. Information
can be obtained by calling EM
3-0081 or Bellarmine Ext. 429.

Spirits Plan Gym
Rally Tuesday.
Entertainment and enthusiasm

will be the order of the day
Tuesdaynight at 7:30 when Spirits will hold a rally in the gym
to kick off basketball season.
The entertainment, which will
be highlighted by the Jeff Burgess folksinging group, will begin with a parade comprised of
at least five floats.
The parade will be followedby
cheerleaders, song leaders and
pom-pom girls. Everyone has
been invited to attend the festivities by Larry Nejasmich,
Spirits president.
If the gym is in use at the
scheduled time, the rally will be
held outside the building.

Activities

Tomorrow
Activities

Alpha Kappa Psi: Pledge Kegger. 7:30 pledges, 8:30 p.m. actives.

Sunday

Meetings

Black Student Union: 3 p.m., at
the library.

ar\

A Phi O Regional
Meet Scheduled.

money Tree' Begins Local
Contributions to P.E. Complex.

Pacific Lutheran University
will host the Northwest chapters
of Alpha Phi Omega, national
service fraternity, at the annual
Regional Conference tomorrow.
Nearly 30 members from S.U.s
chapter, Kappa Rho, will bring
their ideas to this annual event
which brings together A Phi O
men from the entire Pacific

"Plant in a warm, fertile may prove to be good for more
place
pre-watered with Prot- than landscaping as local busiestant prayers," read the card nessmen willingly respond to soon a most unusual gift to the licitations for the gym fund.
Rev. John A. Fitterer, S.J., presBusiness "neighbors" have
ident of S.U.— a money tree.
pledged $1,270,328. Cash received
Northwest.
The tree was donated by Dell to date is over $700,000. As in the
Steve Nejasmich, president of Jones, proprietor of the Nell and case of Mr. Jones and the "monS.U.s chapter, explained that Dell barber shop. It was outfit- ey tree," many contributions exthis district conference is one ted with all denomiations of bills ceed the pledged amounts.
of the few times members get and bore a fruit of silver coins.
together with chapters of other Although dismantled for safety,
schools. It is slated to bring out it has taken seed in the bank
problems, ideas and difficulties account of the Physical Educato lay before the A Phi O nation- tion Center fund.
al convention in Houston, Texas,
The area around the university
All non-faculty personnel have
in December.
been requested to turn in their
time sheets by 4:30 p.m. tomorEd Robinson, A Phi O treasurer, hopes to solve some of the
row by Dennis Colleran, controller.
financial difficulties the service
Because of the Thanksgiving
fraternity encounters.
Alpha Phi Omega pledges have holiday the procedure will be
in order to have the
launched theirannual Thanksgiv- necessary
payroll checks ready for distriing food drive. They are collecting donations for delivering a bution at 8 a.m. Dec. 2.
All student time sheets, both
special Thanksgiving dinner to
work-study
(pink) and non-work
a minimum of forty needy famstudy (blue) must be handed in
ilies.
to the financial aid office inRm.
The pledges are asking local 110 in
the bookstore.
food distributors for donations
employeework
All
non-student
canvassing
and are
residential sheets (white) must be handed
School of Education by the poor areas for canned goods.
into the accounting department
The drive will last until the in the bookstore.
quality of the programs."
Time sheets submitted after
During the meeting the name evening of Nov. 27. Anyone wish"Seattle University Federation ing to contribute may bring the deadline will not be honored
of Teachers" was approved. An canned goods to the basementof until the following pay period.
ad hoc committee was appointed Bellarmine Apartments on Mon- The cutoff for this pay period
will be Nov. 21. Hours to be
and charged with the task of day.
worked from Nov. 22 to 25 will
formulating proposals for the
Joe Wood, pledge class presi- be included on the next time
group's permanent organizational structure and action pro- dent, and Ed Unger are chair- sheet for the payroll period ending Dec. 10.
men of this year's drive.
grams.

...

Thanksgiving

Payroll Changed.

Food for Needy
Being Collected.

Lawrence Farley was elected
president of the S.U. Student
Federationof Teachers at an organizational meeting held last
Friday.
In commenting on the meetingFarleyobserved, "It was an
enthusiastic turnout of reformminded students obviously unhappy with the School of Education and desirous of immediate
improvement. Iwas surprised to
learn that many are in sympathy with the movement but they
were reluctant to commit themHelp Wanted.
selves fearing unspecified reprisals. A number of the students BUSINESS ADMIN. OR P.E. MAJORS:
in attendance claimed that they
junior or senior, preferably veteran,
had been driven out of the
part time work. 18 hrs. per week.
Salary $150 per month while in
college with opportunity for permanent career following graduation.
Write for full details of personal
data to Mr. W. J. Shields. 1411 4th
Aye. Building, Seattle, 98101.

Activities

Mechanical Engineers Club: 1:30
p.m., will leave the engineering
building for a tour of the Rainier
Brewery. All engineering students
are welcome.

Friday, November 22, 1968

Farley Elected Head
Of Proposed Club.

SMOKE SIGNALS.

Today

THE SPECTATOR

Hi Yu Coolees: Hike to Boardman Lake, will leave the Bellarmine parking lot at 8:30 and return at 5:30. Sign up on the Liberal Arts Bulletin Board.

Monday
Meetings
A Phi O: Pledge meeting, 6:30
p.m., at the Bellarmine Apartments.

FEMALE: part time afternoons. People's Mortgage Co. Office work.
Mr. Farquhar. MA 2-3855.

—

SANTA CLAUSES
now hiring at
Fisher Flouring Mills Co. Part or
full. MA 2-4430, Ext. 258.

It might be
identity crisis...

SAVE DOLLARS Apts for rent. Abbottsford, 151 IIth Aye. From $60.
Studio and one bedrom. MA 2-2397
or MA 2-8303.

jl"I
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APTS FOR RENT: Bristol Apt. 1626
13th Aye. I bedroom. From $75.
EA 5-5819 or MA 2-8303.

WEDDING, dance, and miscellaneous
photography. Reasonable rates. EA
4-1368.

ONE Bedroom, unfurnished, $125 mo.
Close to campus. 1510 14th S. EA
9-7183.

'65 PONTIAC GTO, 389 Tri-pow.r.
BA 6-9076.

—

QUEEN Anne Hill

no. 2 busline.
Large housekeeping room for 2

SLEEPING room, $27.50. S.U. vicinity.
CH 2-6849, evenings.
525.

cellent condition. EA 4-3174.

-

mBsom 865.
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'60 CHEV convertible. New top. Ex-

What did
y° u say
mfc
m ■■L Iabout our
/■ itmmlittle sister?

H '"■■^£B| "I

MARCIEL for the finest in wedding
and portrait photography. LA 32403.

students. Private bath and private
entrance. $65 per mo. AT 3-5838,
after 4:00.

WILL anyone having travelled abroad
with The Experiment in International Living please contact Mai
Hill. 583-3625 days, EA 9-1385
evenings.

—

ments.

Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneous.

For Rent.

A Phi O: Actives meeting, 7
p.m., at the Bellarmine Apart-

For Rent

MALE: part time clothing salesman.
Apply at 200 Broadway E. EA 43171. Must have car.

Tuesday
Meetings

Classified

®®*^j^,pam»

575.
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But w/e know/

YOU'RE YOU,
CHARLIE
BROU/N

If i£~(£s& I
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CARTOON)

your college
riot
|book.lore

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.
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THE NEW
BOOK!
By Charles M. Schulz
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COCA-COLA AND CO«E

ARE
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HtGiSIERED TRADE. MARKS WHICH IDENTIFY ONLY THE PRODUCT OFIHE COCA COLA COMPANY.

j

.-..■.■-■..'■■-■■'

Just that she's mad about the refreshing taste of Coca-Cola.
It has the taste you never get tired of. That's why things
Ky

..

.v..■

JB Bk

go

better with Coke, after Coke, after Coke.

i«M.d md.. it* o Uit».ii/ ot n. cko-Colo Company by.PACIFIC COCA-COLA

BOTTLING COMPANY, Scattf*. Wash.

m

TIFFANY&CO.
252 GRANT AVENUE

SAN FRANCISCO

PHONE : 781-7000 " ZIP: 94108
Please add 5% Stale sales lax

